In this study, DGridSim simulator will be introduced and some example simulation results will be presented. DGridSim can simulate four different Data Grid system organizations. Furthermore, for every system organization, the simulation of job scheduling, data dissemination, and data replication algorithms are supported, while all related system resources including computing, data storage, and network are reserved in advance in order to meet deadlines associated with jobs. DGridSim simulator is designed to be modular and easily extensible.
INTRODUCTION
Data Grid systems are highly distributed systems that are increasingly used in the analysis of large amounts of data (Chervenak et al., 2000) . There exist a large number of parameters that affect the performance of these sophisticated systems. Some of these parameters change dynamically. Hence, developing analytical models to study the impact of any system parameter is a nontrivial task and, often, simulators are used. Hence, a number of simulators exist in the literature (Bell et al., 2003 , Buyya et al. 2002 , Lamehamedi et al. 2003 , Casanova et al. 2003 .
Any real-time Data Grid system should have a set of services to support job scheduling, data replication, data dissemination, and advance reservation. Based on this rationale, this study proposes a unique framework, DGridSim, for simulating four different real-time Data Grid systems based on well-defined services.
DGRIDSIM MODELS
DGridSim supports four different Data Grid system models, some of which are based on the studies in the literature, and the others are proposed herein. Furthermore, DGridSim provides a unified platform for simulating job scheduling, data dissemination, and data replication algorithms for all four models.
The Data Grid system models supported by DGridSim are listed in Table 1 , whose details are provided in (DGridSim Project). Four different data replication models are provided in Model IV. These models work similar to the models in Model I.
Both federative and hierarchical data organization models are supported in all four models.
Two options are provided as data replacement algorithm in all models: (1) None: Data items are not copied to the data storage elements in sites. (2) Least Recently Used (LRU): Data items are stored in local storage elements. If a local storage element does not have enough storage space to hold an incoming item, data items in the storage element are erased within Least Recently Used principle.
SIMULATION RESULTS
Using DGridSim, a set of simulation studies were conducted to verify that it is operating as expected. The tests presented herein evaluate the impact of increasing number of real-time jobs to Data Grid system of four different models.
The base tests are conducted with a Grid system of sites having U~ [24, 36] Figure 2 shows the results for Model I. According to the figure, the performance of these algorithms decreases slowly as the number of jobs increase. The best performance is obtained by MCTFwDP, which is followed by MMwDP and MCTF in federative model. In hierarchical model, however, the best results are obtained by MMwDP, which is followed by MCTFwDP and MCTF. MCTFwDP and MMwDP algorithms take into account the location of data and they both perform better than MCTF.
Three Grid scheduling algorithms are chosen for simulations with Model II: FACEF, FACEFwDP, and bFACEFwDP. As can be seen from Figure 3 , both FACEF and FACEFwDP retain the performance values as the number of jobs increase. However, the performance of bFACEFwDP algorithm decreases to a large extent when the number of jobs increases. Best performance results for federative data organization are obtained with FACEFwDP, followed by FACEF and bFACEFwDP. In hierarchical data organization, FACEF shows the best results when number of jobs is small. FACEFwDP surpasses FACEF when the number of jobs increases. bFACEFwDP performs the worst in all cases.
Three Grid scheduling algorithms are chosen for sample simulation studies of Model III: FACEF, FACEFwDP, and bFACEFwDP. The simulations are repeated for both federative and hierarchical data organization models. Push based centralized data replication and LRU data replacement schemes are employed in sample simulation studies. Figure 4 shows the results for Model III. As can be seen from the figure, the performance results decrease with the increase in the number of jobs. In most cases, FACEFwDP shows the best results. Figure 5 shows the results obtained from simulating Model IV with DGridSim. As can be seen from the figure, the real-time performance of the system decreases with increasing number of jobs in both federative and hierarchic data organization models.
CONCLUSIONS
DGridSim simulator embodies many unique features compared to similar simulator studies in the literature. The most distinguished features of DGridSim can be listed as: (1) DGridSim supports for four different system models as opposed to single system model support of the simulators in the literature. (2) DGridSim supports the advance reservation of all computing, storage and network resources. (3) GUI of DGridSim easily allows the setting of the Data Grid system that will be simulated. (4) DGridSim uses all the cores of the computer on which the simulation runs. DGridSim is designed in a modular and flexible fashion so that the researchers can add their own job scheduling, data dissemination and data replication algorithms to any of the four models. (6) DGridSim includes the source codes of many job scheduling, data dissemination and data replication algorithms. This helps the researchers to write their own codes.
